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In previous methods of data reduction used to determine ultrasonic backscatter coefficients, 
various approximations were made. One frequently used is that there is an abrupt cutoff in the 
lateral extent of the scattering volume interrogated. Another approximation in all previous 
methods is that the effect of time gating the received echo signals can be written as a function of the 
distance along the axis of the interrogating beam. In the present paper we show that the 
backscatter coefficient can be derived from experimental data without making such 
approximations. The cases of narrow-band and broadband pulses are treated, and the method is 
applicable whatever the distance between the interrogated volume of scatterers and the 
transducer face. It is shown that, for a given pulse form, the gate duration must be sufficiently long 
in order to attain a specified accuracy for the measured backscatter coefficient. A test of the 
method was done using a phantom with well-defined scattering properties. Very good agreement 
was found between measured values of backscatter coefficients and those calculated using a first- 
principles theory. 

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43.20.Bi, 43.60.Gk 

INTRODUCTION 

The backscatter coefficient •/(•o) at the angular frequen- 
cy 0• is defined in ultrasound measurements as the differen- 
tial scattering cross section per unit volume for a scattering 
angle of 180'.• Ideally, to determine •/(0•}, relevant measure- 
ments would be made in which plane sinusoidally varying 
waves were incident on an isolated volume of scatterers and 

the scattered intensity monitored. If pressure sensitive trans- 
ducers are used to detect the scattered wave, they should be 
positioned at a distance far enough from the scattering vol- 
ume that phase cancellation effects at the receiver can be 
made negligible. Such an experiment conforms to the defini- 
tion of differential scattering cross sections, as applied to 
ultrasound. 2 

Measurements of this type have been reported 3'4 and 
yield accurate determinations of •/(•). Such measurement 
techniques are not applicable to in vive situations, however, 
because the scattering volume must be small (a few cm 3) and 
surrounded by a nonscattering medium. Thus, in vive mea- 
surements must be made under circumstances far removed 

from the ideal ones just described. 
All measurements of •/{o•} reported to date, which are 

applicable in vive, involve the projection of a pulsed beam 
into a volume of tissue and the monitoring of echo signals 
due to scattering from a region of the tissue defined laterally 
by the beam pattern and axially by the pulse duration and the 
time gate duration. The geometries involved are complicat- 
ed; e.g., a specific volume of scatterers is not simply defined. 
Also plane waves are not approximated except over very 

small volumes (perhaps of the order of 1 mmZ), and large- 
scale phase cancellation occurs during echo reception at the 
face of the transducer. 

Various approximations have been applied to obtain 
values for •/{0•). For example, some investigators •'s have tak- 
en the volume of scatterers involved to be bounded laterally 
at the 3-dB beamwidth in the gated region. Others have cho- 
sen the 6-dB beamwidth. •'7 The calculated backscatter coef- 

ficients can differ among these by a factor of 2 just on the 
basis of the somewhat arbitrary choice of 3 or 6 dB. In later 
articles by Nicholas, a Lizzi eta!., 9 and Campbell and 
Waag, •ø this arbitrariness appears to have been removed, 
howeverß 

Another approximation common to current methods is 
that, corresponding to the echo signal at the time t, there 
exist two planar surfaces perpendicular to the axis of the 
transducer such that each scatterer lying between these 
planes contributes to the echo signal and all other scatterers 
(not lying between these planes} do not contribute. All pre- 
vious data reduction schemes in the literature make this as- 

sumption. Consideration of scatterers far enough from the 
beam axis should convince the reader that this is not really 
true. Two such bounding surfaces will exist, but they are not 
planes; each surface likely has a shape lying between a plane 
and a spherical surface, the latter having its center at the 
center of the transducer face. 

Because the gate function and the echo wave form are 
multiplied together, we can expect that the Fourier trans- 
form of the gated echo wave form will have contributions 
from a continuous band of frequencies involving both the 
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pulse emitted and the gate function. (The two functions are 
convalved.) The presence of this convolution has been recog- 
nized by Chivers and Hill." This situation is emphasized in 
importance, the broader the frequency bands of the pulse 
and gate. 

In this article, we describe a method of data reduction 
which avoids the uncertainties described above. The method 

described here will produce a more accurate determination 
of the backscatter coefficient than the previous methods. 
The method can be applied for any combination of focused 
or nonfocused and narrow or broadband transducers. In ad- 

dition, the region interrogated is not limited to the farfield or 
(in the case of a focused transducer) to the focal region of the 
transducer. 

An extensive test of this method of data reduction, in- 

volving phantoms with well-defined scattering properties, is 
the subject of a paper in preparation. In the present paper the 
results of one of these tests is included. 

I. THE BACKSCATTER EXPERIMENT AND NATURE OF 
THE RAW DATA 

The experiment used for determining backscatter coef- 
ficients will be described using Figs. 1 and 2. A single trans- 
ducer is used to generate a pulse and detect subsequent ech- 
oes from the scattering medium. The transducer involved 
can be focused or nonfocused and pulses created by the 
transducer are separate•l. enough in time that all echo signals 

ß analyzed correspond to a single pulse. Also, all signal ampli- 
tudes are low enough---and the electronics are such--that all 
responses are linear. 

In Fig. 1 the transducer and block of scattering material 
are shown, the beam axis being perpendicular to the planar 
boundary of the sample's proximal surface. This boundary is 
chosen to be planar to simplify corrections for attenuation in 
the scattering medium. 

- The data collection consists of two parts. First, refer- 
ring to Fig. 1, a set of gated echo signals, due to scattering 
from within the scattering volume, are recorded. The onset 

and termination of the gate remains constant relative to the 
time of emission of the pulse. Between recordings of gated 
signals, however, the transducer is translated perpendicular- 
ly to the beam axis so that the positions of the scatterers 
contributing to any one gated signal can be considered to be 
uncorrelated spatially with the positions of those contribut- 
ing to any of the other gated signals recorded. Also, the num- 
ber of such gated echo signals recorded must be sufficiently 
large that mean values are significant; e.g., 25 such recorded 
signals would generally suffice. 

The final piece of data consists of a recording of the 
echo signal from a reference reflector. An example of a refer- 
ence reflector is shown in Fig. 2. This consists of a planar 
specular reflector placed perpendicular to the beam axis. 
The reflector is assumed to be planar and specular in the 
method of data reduction described below. The method 

could, however, be modified to accommodate any reference 
reflector having a sufficiently well-known geometry. In the 
technique of Sigelmann and Reid a planar reflector is em- 
ployed to estimate "the power reflected from a known inter- 
face."' In our technique the entire time-dependent echo sig- 
nal is recorded and 'used in the determination of the 
backscatter coefficient. 

II. THE METHOD OF DATA REDU•!'ION YIELDING THE 
BACKSCATTER COEFFICIENT 

A. Assumptions involving the scattering medium 

Three assumptions are made about the scattering medi- 
um. First of all, the wave fronts of the scattered wave from 
each scatterer involved are approximated to be spherical in 
the region of the transducer face; this requires that the scat- 
terer either be monapolar in nature or be sufficiently far 
from the transducer face. Thus, if the scatterers are not well- 
defined, as in tissues, the experiment should involve a suffi- 
ciently large distance between the transducer face and the 
volume of scatterers interrogated. 

Second, we assume that all scatterers arc discrete and 
identical in this derivation. The method can easily be gener- 
alized, however, to apply to a finite number of sets of scat- 

distilled water 

beam axis 

•lanar surface 

of scatter medium 

transducer 

, distilled water 

mirror • image transducer 

* rp•: rp - 
reference 
reflector 

FIG. 1. Depiction of the experimental situation for collecting the echo sig- 
nab backscattered from the scattering medium. The scattering medium is in 
the form of a cyIinde• with its plane parallel surfaces perpendicular to the 

FIG. 2. Depiction of the experimental situation for collecting the reference 
echo signal from the planar reflector. The "mirror image" receiving trana- 
ducer is shown on the left at a distance of 2rp from the actual interrogating 
transducer. 
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terers, each set containing scatterers identical to one another 
but unlike those in other sets. 

Third, it is assumed that the scatterers are randomly 
distributed in space and that the average number per unit 
volume is small enough that the only (apparent) coherent 
scattering is related to the onset and termination of the gate. 
All other scattering is incoherent. This idea is expanded 
upon in the Appendix. 

B. Derivation of the method and Its application to the 
case of narrow banded pulses 

Define a pressure "wave packet" produced by the trans- 
ducer with p(r,t ). This is the instantaneous pressure at the 
head of the position vector r at the time t. We can write this 
as the superposition of a complete set of continuous wave 
beams varying sinusoidally in time at any point in space.•2 

p(r,t ) = Re f• dee/1 (r,co)e- io,, 
= ds' Re dco Am(co) exp(ik Ir - r'l - icot ) 

p•u• at t• field •nt r 

• on the fa• 

where the • is a•um• to • fo• from a su•si- 
tion of pr•sure wav• emitt• in unison from monocle ra- 
diators unifo•ly d•tfibut• over the •u•r fa•S. 
quantity •(•) is a •mplex su•iti• •ffici•t, •d 
Re m• "r•! p• of the qu•tity foHow•g." •e •mplex 
wavenumar is denot• by k = •/•} + ia(•), where c(•) is 
the s• of sound and a(•} is the at•n•tion •ei•t at 
the •gular fr•uency •. 

We • also wfitep(r,t ) in the fo• 

p(r,t ) = Re f• dco Joo(Co) f f ds ' exp(ik lr - r'l - icot) 
$ 

= Re dee Aoo(co}e- •tAo(r,co), 

where 

is proportional to the Rayleigh integral 13 for the case in 
which the normal component of the velocity at any instant of 
time is the same at all points on the radiating surface. Nega- 
tive frequencies, though redundant, can be convenienfiy in- 
troduced. Let c(co) = c( -- co) ----- Ic(co)l and a(co) = a( -- co) 
-- la(co)l. Then, since e- '%4o(r,co) is a solution of the wave 
equation, so is its complex conjugate; however, its complex 
conjugate also equals e•øtdo(r, -- co}. Requiring 
Aoo( -- co} = A o• (co} where the asterisk denotes complex con- 
jugation, we have 

P (r,t ) = f dco doo(co)e- iø".%(r,o) . 
Define Bo(co}=(1/2}//oo(O). Then we have the simple form 

p(r,t) = f; dco Be(co)e- •t•lo(r•), 
where Be(co ) is a complex superposition coefficient. Nofi• 
ß at do(r• ) de•nds only on •, c(•), a(m), and the sha• •d 
si• of the tr•u• piez•l•tfie element. 

Now sup•se a scatterer exists at the position r. Assum- 
ing that the scatterer is small enough (e.g., l•s th• a mfl•- 
met• in- diameter), we can approximate the incident wave 
packet • a su•ition of plane waves och ha•ng a s•u- 
soid• time de•nden•. In fae• we can d• only wi• the 
pl•e wave ha•ng fr•uency •, i.e., that •m•nent ha•g 
fr•umcies •tw•n • •d m + d• where d• is a d•er•ti•. 
We have 

dp• (r,t)•d• Bo(o)e - •'•oir,•). ( 1 ) 
•e pr•sure wave •atter• is •ven by 

dp•(r',t) = dp•(r,t) exp(ik [r - r'l) ß (k,s 

where we have assum• that [r -- r'[} 1 ram? 0 is the •t- 
tefing angle between the dir<tion of pro•gation of the inci- 
dent plane wave and r' -- r. r' is the •int in s• at w•ch 
ß e •ttered pr•e is dp${r',t) at the time t. 

The for• on the tr•sdu•r fa• at time t is found by 
integrating ov• the area of the transducer fa•. 

dF•{r,o,t}=dp•{r,t}O{k } f f ds 'exp{ik [r -- r'l) 
•e • elem•t ds' is at the he• off'. We have invok• our 

•sumption that the s•tterer is mono•lar in nature or that 
the •at•rer is f• •ou• from the tr•sdu• fa• that we 
can •e 

i.e., • (• } h• no 8 de•ndence. Noti• that the ar• •te• 
h• a•dy •n d•n• • •o{r,o}. •us, we have 

It • • sho• •s •at 

so, {& }11 = is the differenti• cross 
s<tion of the scat• at 18•. In this di•ussion we have 

refe• • the •t•fing th• for sphefi•l <attere•. 
•e a•ve discusion appli• to a sMgle s•tterer at • 

sition r. •e s•ttefing medium will • m•y •tteren, 
however, and we c• define N(r} to • the numar of •t- 
tere• • unit volme at r. N {r) •uld, for example, • a sum 
of delta •nctions 

M 

where the ith •atterer is at •sition r•. •en •e for• at t•e 
t on the tryMuir fa• due to fr•u•ci• •tw•n • and 
o +dm • • written 
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where/• is a volume containing all scatterers in the field. 
The total force at time t on the transducer face due to all 

scatterers and including all frequencies is 

F s (t) = f_• • dco Bo(•O)e - i•'d/(ca) 

x f f f drN(r)[o(r,co)l 2 ß 
Because the force is computed at some specific time t, not all 
scatterers contribute; e.g., if t is short enough, Fs(t ) = 0 be- 
cause the scattering volume is assumed not to be in contact 
with the transducer. 

Let T(co) be the (frequency.dependent) complex receiv- 
ing transfer function of the transducer. Then the echo signal 
voltage has the form 

Vs(t )•---- dco T (co)Bo(co)e - i•t•co) 

Vs{t ) is the echo signal voltage which will be time gated and 
then Fourier analyzed. Before doing that, however, let us 
consider the echo voltage due to the presence of a reference 
reflector, the scattering medium being removed. Knowledge 
of the latter allows determination of the factor T{co}Bo{co ) in 
Eq. (3). 

Recall from Sec. I that the pulses created for the scatter- 
ing situation are identical to those for the reference reflector 
situation. Thus, at Some point r, we have the pressure at time 
t due to frequencies between co and co +dco, viz., 

dpo,(r,t ) = dco Bo(cO)e - •%'1o(r,co). (1') 

For simplicity of discussion, let the reflector be planar and 
perpendicular to the beam axis (as in Fig. 2). If the distance 
from the center of the transducer face to the plane is rp, then 
the force on the transducer face Will be given by 

dFr(rp,co,t )=dco Bo(co)e-i•tR f f ds Ao{r,co) . 
The integral is over the area Sm•r era "receiving" transducer 
face which corresponds to the mirror image of the transmit- 

I 

ting transducer in the reflecting plane. The distance between 
source and receiver is 2r•,. R is the amplitude reflection coef- 
ficient for the planar reflecting surface. The differential area 
element ds lies at the head of r. 

Introducing the complex receiving transfer function 
and integrating over all co, we have the echo signal voltage at 
time t due to the presence of the reference reflector: 

V,(t )• dco' T(w')Bo(ea')e - •" R ds Ao(r,a•'). 
oo 

For didactic convenience, we have changed the dummy inte- 
gration variable from co to co'. Multiplying by (1/2•r)d ø't and 
integrating over all time, we have the Fourier transform of 
the echo voltage: 

•'•(co)=-- dt V•{t )d •ø' 

Notice that R should be calculable if the materials have 

known acoustic properties, V,(t ) is recorded directly in the 

experiment, and the quantity 

f f ds Ao(r,a,) 
•mir 

can be calculated, e.g., using a single integration for focused 
or nonfocused transducers. •: Therefore, EXl. (4) can be solved 
for T(co)Bo(co ) for any angular frequency co. Thus, returning 
to Eq. (4), T(co)Bo(a•) can be considered known and is given by 

T(co)Bo{co } = P,(co) ds Ao{r,co) . 

The next step in our data reduction scheme is to take the 
Fourier transform of the set of gated echo voltages. Assum- 
ing a simple rectangular gate function of the form 

1, if T•<t<T:, G{t)= 0, for all other t, 
then 

P•(co) = • dt G(t }e •ø' dco' T(co'}Bo(co')e-'•"•(co') dr' N(r')[Ao(r',co'}]: 

and 

P•*(co)P•(cO) = (2•r)-: f_• dco'T (co')B o(co')•b*(co' ) •_•,•/:,dt"e 
X _ • rico T(co')Bo(cO')•p(co") f' I•/:l dt" all* ' - o,"1," 
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xf f f dr'f f f dr" N(r')N{r")[`4•{r',co')]:[Ao(r",ca')]:, 
where the zero of the clock has been set in the middle of the time gate so that T2 = - Tt•-•r/2, and the gate duration is r. Note 
also the fact that 

/: sin[(co - co')(r/2)] • sinc[(c• - cd)(r/2rr)] . dt e i(• - •')t = • . 

R•I that M the ex•fim•t a set of m•y gat• <he sisals is record• such that •ch sisal co•nds to a 
ß stfibution of stutterers wMch is not spati•y •elat• with that co•es•ndMg to •y other r•ord• sisal M the •t. 
Expr•sion (5} is ob• by Fourier •ysis of one of thee •ho sisals. 

Now we •e the average of • such qu•tifi•. Idly, an M•te numar of me•urements would •ntfibute to ths 
average; tMs would co•nd to t•e ensemble average for • •ually •kely spati• a•gements of the pmicl•. In practi•, 
of coume, a •ite numar of m•urements of V, (t) contribute. We d•i•ate the averag• qu•titi• with a bar over themß 
We have 

\2rr/ 

(6) 

The averaging of the spatial integrals involves only varia- 
tions in N(r'}N{r") in the integrand; thus, we can write this 
average as 

z=--f f fdr'f f fdr" N(r')N(r'} 
X [A o*(r',co') ] • [Ao(r" ,to")] 2. 

We have assumed spatial randomness in the distribu- 
tion of scatterers; i.e., the position of one scatterer is com- 
pletely independent of that of any other. However, when 
r' = r", there is complete correlation; thus, we can not write 

N(r'}N(r") = N(r') N(r"). 

We can, however, separate Iinto two terms, one correspond- 
ing to uncorrelated (or incoherent) scattering and the other 
to completely correlated (or coherent) scattering. We write 

M 

N(r') = • •(r,- r') 

and 

M 

Nfr") = • •(rj -r"), 

where the total number of scatterers in g2 is M. Then the 

integrals are replaced by sums: 

M M 

• Z [A•(r'/ø')]2[Ao{rl 
i•lj•l 

where the bar still represents the ensemble average. The 
sums can be segregated into two parts, one in which i =jand 
the other in which i•j: 

M 

I = • [.4 o*(r,,o')]:[`4o(r,,c•")] 2 
M M 

+ • [A•,(r,,co,}]2 • [`4ofrj,co-)] 2 . 17) 
i=1 j=l 

In writing •. {7}, the foBowMg th•rem w• Mvok•: IfX• 
and X: •e r•dom vafiabl• with excretions, th• the ex- 
•tion of their sum e•sts and is the sum of the• ex•- 
tiens. •6 

Consider a s•c element of the en•mble contribut- 
ing to the •ond average on the right of •. {7), •., 

M M 

• [A•'{r,,to')]• • [Ao{r],ro")] •. 
i=1 j=l 

For a large enough val'ue of M, leaving out any one term of 
the sum 

M 

Z [Ao(r-cø")] 2 

will have a negligible effect; thus, 

M 

Z [Ao(r-ø')] 2 

is indeper;dent of any particular position r•, i.e., any particu- 
lax value of/. This means that the second sum in F.q. (7)is the 
expectation value of the product of two independent random 
variables. The expectation value of the product of two inde- 
pendent random variables equals the product of the expecta- 
tion values of these random variables.•6'•? Thus we have 
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M 

j• 

= • [A•,(r,,w,)]• • [Ao(r•o-)]2. (8) 
i I j•l 

Now we can write Eq. (7) in the fo• 

I• • .[A •(r•,•') J•[Ao(r•,•") ] • 
M 

+ • [A•(r,•,)]• • [Ao(ri,•-)] • . (9) 
Rew•g Iin te•s of s•fiM •tegr•s, we have 

I=fffdr' N {r') [A •(r',a/) ] 2 [Ao{r'•o')] 2 

But N {r') = N (r" )•N, where N is the •nst•t m• (ave- 
age) numar of p•icl• per u•t volume, and we have 

Recall that this applies for a sufficiently large number of 
scatterers and that their positions in space are not correlated. 

A similar result to that in Eq. (11) was derived by Glo- 
toy TM in that two terms, one proportional to • and the other 

I 

proportional to •2, result. Various distinctions exist 
between Glotov's treatment and ours, however. His applica- 
tion was specifically for continuous wave bursts of duration 
•' from a point source followed by reception at the same 
point. Also, in Glotov's development no gating phenomenon 
was treated and no direct or indirect reference was made to 

the essential random variable theorems equivalent to those 
in Refs. 16 and 17. It is particularly important to realize that 
our treatment applies for any pulse shape and any type of 
source and receiver in which the emission of the pulse in- 
volyes equivalent point sources {acting in unison) uniformly 
distributed over the transmitting area. 

Referring to Eq. I 11), as • gets larger the coherent I• 
term increases more rapidly than the incoherent {N) term. 
An argument is pr•,ented in the Appendix that the coherent 

term, as it arises in the complete expression for 
[Eq. (6)], is related primarily to the distal and proximal sur- 
faces of the volume of scatterers (relative to the transducer), 
whereas the incoherent term is approximately proportional 
to the volume of scatterers interrogated. 

A subtle effect of the particle density has not been dis- 
cussed above.' If the particle density is large enough, then 
coherent backscattering is approached in the volume of scat- 
terers (this coherent effect is not related to the gate), and the 
actual backscatter coefficient drops off with increasing N. 
This has been discussed by others •9'2ø and relevant measure- 
ments made by Shung. zt Thus, for a high enough concentra- 

tion of scatterers, the simple separation of •r•*(o•)•'s((o } into 
tei•rns as in Eq. {11) is not valid and one needs t•begin with 
Eq, (6) and deal with the factor N(r')N{r") in another way. 
In the present work, we will restrict ourselves to situations in 
which N is small enough that Eq. (11 ) is valid. 

We have not yet obtained an expression for the back- 
scatter coefficient, •/(co), at angular frequency co. As men- 
rioned above, the differential scatter- 
ing cross section for one scatterer at the frequency o• and a 
scattering angle of 180 ø . In pursuing an expression for 

we first write out •,*(co)[Z,(o•) including I as shown in Eq. 
(ll): 

Py(r•)P•(o•) = (-•)z fS• &a' T*(•o')B o*((•')½,*(a/)sinc[(•o -•')(z/2r)] 
x - 

•s expression • • fu• s•plified by re•ng orde• of factors •d orders of •te•afion. 

•(•)•(•) = dr' d•' T*(•'• •{•')•*{•')sinc[(b -- •')(z/2ff)] [A •(r'•')] • 

Xf• d• • T(•o(•")•)•nc[(• -- •")(z/2•)] [Ao(r',•"j] • 
918 d. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 76, No. 3, September 1984 Madsen eta/.: Acoustic backscatter coefficients 918 



where 

and 

+ • 2f;•o &o' T*(co')B g(co'l;•*(co'}sinc [Ice -- •o')(t/2•r}]; f f dr'[.4 g{r'•')]2 

171 

Jo,(r')=f;•o do' T(co')Bo(a/)•co')sinc [(o - co')(t/2•r)] [Ao(r'•')] 2 

(12) 

(13) 

M• =f;.o do•' T(co'•Bo(CO')•(o')sinc[(a•- co')(z/2•r)] f f f dr'[do(r',co')] 2 . 
To separate out the differential scattering cross section 

per particle at 18W, [l•co'}ll •, we are faced with the problem 
that, in J•o{r'} and M•o, •(co'} appears in the integrand where 
a/is a dummy variable of integration. If the pulse and gate 
durations are long enough, however, there should be a very 
strong peaking of J•(r'} and M•, at coo, the carrier frequency 
of the pulse; thus, one method of dealing with the problem is 
to assure that we use narrow banded pulses and sufficiently 
large gate durations. In general, the frequency dependence 
of •co'} will then be small enough that, for co = coo, 
•co')= •coo), and we have 

IIJ•(r')11% 11•(coo) l1211•(r')ll: (15) 
and 

IIM oll 2= II(coo)l?11Moll :, 06) 
where J•(r') and M• are the same as Jo, o(r') and M•, re- 
spectively, with the •) factors missing from the intc- 
grands. 

The backscatter coefficient, or differential scattering 
cross section per unit volume at frequency co o and 180 ø scat- 
tering angle, is given by V(coo) = • II •coo)11 z- Substituting the 
approximations (15) and (16) into Eq. (12•, we get 

'•(coo)= P?(coo)P,'(coo) 

(17) 

Expression (17) is suitable for determining •/(Oo) only if• is 
known or if the term in the denominator containing N is 
negligible. A requirement that Nbe known is inconvenient, 
particularly for making measurements on tissues. As noted 
earlier, however, for sufficiently long gate durations t, 

(14) 

or 

t 2 

(-•-•) f f; dr' [IJ•{r')H' 
vs t, this ratio should decrease to the asymptotic constant 
value, •?(COo), making knowledge of_• unnecessary. 

Once •?{coo) has been determined in this fashion, an esti- 
mate of• can itself be obtained by solving (17) for•: 

-- J' r' 2 f;f*.,, ,,,). (18) 

Equation (18) is useful if the expectation value is obtained for 
sufficiently stoa//values of t that the coherent effects are 
significant. 

that IIM11 and 

are functions of r via the sinc function in the integrands and 

that the experimental values of •r•*(coo)•r,{o.•o} depend on 
(increase with) t. Ideally, each value oft used would give the 
same value for N. A t for a complex system, such as tissue, is 
not known. The above procedure for determining •/(coo} and 
At, however, may prove useful in generating a new ultrasonic 
tissue parameter, viz., •. In the case of liver, it has been 
proposed that there are two sets of scatterers, s one set being 
in the size or spacing range of a millimeter, and the other set 
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being in the range of 20-40 p. Because of the fourth power 
dependence on frequency of Rayleigh scattering, the back- 
scatter coefficient at low frequencies (e.g., 1 MHz) would 
depend on the concentration of larger scatterers and that at 
higher frequencies would depend on the concentration of the 
small (Rayleigh) scatterers. Thus, N would reasonably have 
two values depending on the frequency. 

Another interesting application of the above discussion 
is that r/(too)/• would yield a differential scattering cross 
section per scatterer at 180 ø and at angular frequency too. 

Whether tissues are' simple enough in structure to be 
representable as a two set system of scatterers, each set being 
composed of identical scatterers, is questionable. In any 
event, accurate or not, the generated values of• and r/(too)/• 
for low frequencies and high might be useful diagnostic pa- 
rameters. 

C. Application to broadband pulses 

Some measurements of backscatter coefficients, V(o), 
reported in the literature, involve use of broadbanded 
pulses. s'6'• In these cases it is assumed that in the data reduc- 
tion, one needs to be concerned only with the one specific 
frequency component in any one analysis. Section II A 
makes it clear that, for pulses with very broad frequency 
bands, such an assumption deserves scrutiny and that, to get 
a value of r/(to) which is truly independent of other frequen- 
cies, one needs to properly account for the influence of other 
frequencies on the data. Particular attention needs to be paid 
to points on spectral distribution curves where the magni- 
tude of the slope is large. 

The method of data reduction in Sec. II A may find its 
greatest use in evaluating r/(to) for a range of frequencies 
when broadbanded pulses are employed. Very importantly, 
when analyzed properly, data acquired using broadband 
pulses can yield values ofF(o) over a range of frequencies 
whereas, for the same data acquisition time, the backscatter 
coefficient at only one frequency could reasonably be ob- 
tained using a narrow-band pulse. 

For data analysis in which broadband pulses are em- 
ployed, use of an iterative method is proposed. Such a meth- 
od is described below. 

Equation (12) will be used as a starting point in develop- 
ing the iterative method for determining r/(ro), viz., 

P?(toP.(to) 

where J,o (r') and M,o are given in (13) and (14). •to') appears 
in the integrantis of J,o (r') and Me, where to' is a dummy 
variable. It is proposed that a guess be made at the frequency 
dependence of •to') and that this frequency dependence be 
separated out as a factor, g(to'): •4to')•-•po(to')g(ra' ). The quan- 
tity •bo(to' ) will be a more slowly varying function of to' than 
•to') ifg•oa') was judiciously chosen; e.g., for scatterers which 
are thought to be. small compared to the wavelength (Ray- 
leigh-like), one might propose g(to') = to,2. [For true Ray- 
leigh scatterers, •o{to') is then independent of to', of course.] 

In our development we ignore any frequency-dependent 
phase factor of •p and pursue only the frequency dependence 
ofllll. 

Now suppose that r is made large enough that the co- 
herent (• 2) term is negligible in Eq. (12). (This can be deter- 
mined experimentally in the fashion described in Sec. II A.) 
Also, we take •bo(to'} to be nearly constant in the neighbor- 
hood of to and move it outside the integral sign in J•o (r'); i.e., 

J,o (r')Jo,L (r'), 
where 

K,o,L (r )•--- ate' r (to ')Bo(to '}g(to' ) 

X sine [ (to -- to')(rL/2rr) ] [do(r',to')] 2. 
The subscript L refers to a long gate duration. •Po is designat- 
ed above as a function of to due to the fact s that there will in 

general be residual frequency dependence in •b o and that 
there is some peaking in the integrand ofJ•o (r') at to due to the 
sine function. Thus, Eq. (12) becomes 

P*(to)P,(to)lL 
p 2 

,,o(to)ll2 f f far' 2 
or 

(•--•) f Idr' 11 X •T L 2 K r' 2 . 
A plot of (• J'/211 o(to)H vs o (a of o's must be chosen from 
the frequency band, of•urse) then yields, via cu•e fitting, a 
frequency dependence of IIo(O)ll; i.½., we • detemine a 
reM functionf such that •o{•'} = •f{o'}, where • l•ely is 
n•ly inde•ndent of frequency •dfis a real function of 
frequency. This complct• the tint iteration with 

The s•ond iteration is aCcomplish• by re.stag the 
a•ve pr• s, yielding 

dr' 11z(r')11 , 
where 

K jo.L(r')•-• dto' T (to')Bo(cO'}f(co'lg(to') 

X sinc [(to - co')0'L/2rr)] [Ao(r',to')] 2 . {19} 

It may result {and seems likely)that ;Poo(to) will be al- 
most frequency independent. If so, we can use the results of 
the first iteration to express r/(to), viz., 

= P,*(to)P,(o)lL f(to(to) 
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j- f f x rL 2 dr'llK;,L(r')112 (2O) 

Otherwise, another iteration could be performed. 
The mean particle concentration N can also be deter- 

mined in a way analogous to that described 'm Sec. II A. Let 
us assume for this discussion that •0o can be considered con- 
stant and, therefore, that Eq. (20) represents a good approxi- 
mation for •/ko). Then, with this knowledge of V(co), a deter- 

ruination of •'•*(co)•'•(co) for a short enough gate duration, 
rs, will cause the • 2 term to be significant in Eq. 112) and • 
can be determined using the expression 

= IINL, I1-2 [( 2_•_s•)• V_ '(o) 
- ] xf2{co}g•{co) ; f f dr' ][K•,.s{r')]] 2 , (21) 

which is obtained from Eq. {12} using the relation 

and the definitions 

K •s{r'}• f ;•o dco' T(o')Bo{C•'}/'(co'}g{ca' } 
x sinc [{o - co'}{rs/2r}] 

and 

N f _ dco ' T (o'}Bo(CO '}/'(CO'•'(CO' ) 

X sine[(co -- co')( •s •]; f / dr,[do(r,,co,)] z [ \2•r/J ' 

where the subscripts "$" refer to a "short" gate duration. 

III. A PRELIMINARY TEST OF THE ACCURACY OF THE 
METHOD 

The method of data reduction applies for focused or 
nonfocused transducers and for gated volumes at essentially 
any chosen distance from the transducer face. Extensive 
tests of the method are reported as part of an article in prep- 
aration. In this section we present a few preliminary tests of 
the method by making comparisons of backscatter coeffi- 
cients measured on a well defined system of scatterers with 
values calculated from basic principles. 

The scatterers consist of glass spheres with a strong 
peak in their diameter distribution at 41/a. A histogram of 
the diameter distribution is shown in Fig. 3. This shows that 
the diameter distribution is narrow. 

These spheres were randomly distributed in a test cylin- 
der containing a molten agar gel congealed during slow rota- 
tion about a horizontal axis {to prevent gravitational sedi- 
mentation). The mean concentration of scatterers is 
•= 45.9X 103 scatterers per cm 3. The agar cylinder con- 
raining the glass beads has a diameter of 9 cm and a length of 
6 cm. 

•o 
-r 

U. 
0 

25 

0 [ • .... 
28 30 32 34 $6 38 40 42 44 46 48 

DIAMETER (MICRONS) 

FIG. 3. Histogram showing the diameter distribution of the scatterers in the 
test sample. The mean diameter is 

A scattering theory described by Faran, 22 was em- 
ployed to find the differential scattering cross section per 
particle at scattering angle of 180 ø. We write this symbolical- 
ly as {d•/d• }[•ao'- This theory accounts for both longitudi- 
nal. and transverse ultrasonic waves and has been found to 
agree with experiment for direct measurements of differen- 
tial scattering cross sections over a broad fringe of scattering 
angles and frequencies? 

Assuming incoherent scattering only, the theoretical 
backscatter coefficient, or differential scattering cross sec- 
tion per unit volume at 180 • scattering angle, is given by 
V•(co) = •(do'/d12 )[•s0o, where • and (o are, of course, the 
number of particles l•r unit volume and the angular fre- 
quency as in Sec. II; the subscript F denotes "Faran." 

Backscatter data were analyzed in two ways. In one a 
slightly modified version of the Sigelmann and Reid tech- 
nique 23 Was used, the difference being that the reference 
planar reflector was placed midway between the transducer 
and the scattering volume instead of at the position of the 
scattering volume. The other method for data analysis was 
that described in Sec. II A of this work. In Table I are shown 

values of V{co) using the Faran theory, and the values oh- 

TABLE l. Backscntt•r coefficients in am-• st-' obtained in vaxious ways 
for a phantom having well•ed scatterers with a known tutrticle concen- 
tration: V•(co) is the backscatter coefficient as determined using the Faran •: 
theory for single (spherical) scattering; V•tz (o•) is that determined using the 
method of data reduction described in Sec. II A of the present paper, 
ß /m•(•o) is that determined using the modified Sigelm•Reid tech- 
nique? • The uncertainties correspond to standard deviations of the means, 
also referred to as standard errors. 

Frequency •h,(Ca) X 10 • V•rz(•O)X 10 • rtmR(o•)X lO s 
(MHz) (era-' sr-'} (cm-' st-') (cm-' st-') 

1.0 0.328 0.312 q- 0.066 O. 194 q- 0.039 
1.2 0.678 0.667 q- 0.133 0.281 4- 0.051 
2.0 5.10 5.33 4- 1.08 2.32 4- 0.49 
2.• 12.2 16.3 ñ 2.9 8.5 -I- 1.5 
3.0 24.5 21.6 4- 3.8 17.2 4- 3.8 
4.0 72.4 64.7 -4- 13.6 43.7 4- 8.8 
5.0 161 155 + 28 118 -F 26 
6.0 300 280 4- 50 240 4- 46 
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rained by analyzing the data in the two ways described 
above. Excellent agreement with the Faran result is seen to 
exist for the method described in this article, and poorer 
agreement for the case in which the modified Sigelmann- 
Reid technique was employed. 

Experimental parameters were similar for both versions 
of measurement. The transducer diameter was 12.7 cm, and 
the distance between the transducer face and the "center" of 

the gated region was 20 cm. For the modified Sigelmann- 
Reid technique a pulse duration of 25/•s and gate duration of 
10ps were used. For the version described in this paper, the 
pulse duration was 10gs and the gate duration was 25/as. 

The major reason for presenting the data in Table I is to 
show that the data reduction method described in this paper 
has passed initial experimental tests. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

A method for reducing data in the form of gated back- 
scatter signals from systems of ultrasonic scatterers which 
are randomly distributed in space to obtain backscatter coef- 
ficients has been derived and tested experimentally. The 
method makes few approximations, its main feature being 
that the time gating employed experimentally to select a re- 
gion of interrogation is dealt with in an exact fashion. Also, 
the availability of rapidly calculable pressure pulse wave 
forms facilitates further faithfulness to the actual experimen- 
tal situation. 

The method is applied to the case of randomly posi- 
tioned scatterers the concentration of which is small enough 
that coherent backscattering which is not related to the 
boundaries of the interrogated region is negligible. It is 
shown that, for sufficiently long gate durations, the back- 
scatter coefficient can be accurately determined without 
knowledge of the mean concentration of scatterers. Once the 
backscatter coefficient has been found using a sufficiently 
long gate duration, shorter gate durations can be employed 
to determine the mean concentration of scatterers and the 

differential scattering cross section per particle at 180 ø. Such 
a set of measurements may find diagnostic use in patient 
imaging. 

The method of data reduction was tested using a well- 
defined phantom and found to give excellent agreement with 
values calculated from basic principles. In a future paper, 
applications will be presented for various measurement si- 
tuations. These include use of focused and nonfocused trans- 

ducers, narrow- and broadbanded frequency spectra, and a 
variety of gate durations and onset times. 
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APPENDIX 

In this section we prcsent an argument that, when the 
(rectangular) gate duration exceeds the pulse duration, the 
ratio of the coherent term in Eq. (12) to the incoherent term 
decreases with increasing gate duration, the pulse duration 
remaining fixed. An extension of the argument is then made 

that, when the pulse duration exceeds the gate duration, that 
ratio also decreases as the pulse duration increases, the gate 
duration remaining fixed; this assumes that the gate is rec- 
tangnlar and that the pulse is ofthe"continuous wave burst" 
type. 

Consider the first case, viz., that when the gate duration 
exceeds the pulse duration. Referring to Eq. (12}, what we 
are comparing are the ratios 

•:"M'ø"z/• f I f dr' ,,J-,o{r')[, 2 
as the gate duration increases. The gate duration will deter- 
mine the axial extent of the volume of scatterers interrogat- 
ed. This duration and the volume interrogated will be ap- 
proximately proportional to one another. 

The incoherent term contains an integral over volume 
of a real positive quantity, viz., []Jo,(r'}llz; thus, this term in- 
creases monotonically with the volume of scatterers interro- 
gated. If the lateral pressure amplitude profile does not 
change much for different distances from the transducer in 
the region interrogated, then this incoherent term will in- 
crease approximately proportionally to the increase in the 
volume of the region interrogated or, alternatively, to the 
gate duration. 

Now consider the coherent term. In this case phase 
plays a definite role in that the integral over volume, 

.o 

contains a strongly phase-dependent integrand. This factor 
appears in M,o defined in Eq. {14}. As in the case of the inte- 
gral over volume in the incoherent term, the part of g2 ulti- 
mately contributing is determined by the times of onset and 
termination of the gate. 

Consider an evaluation of D by dividing the volume 
integrated over into thin volume elements each having a 
proximal and a distal surface, all points on the proximal 
surface having the same phase angle t?, and all points on the 
distal surface having the same phase angle t? + At?. These 
phase angles correspond to those in [.4o(r',co')] 2, of course. 
For ease of visualization, At? might be taken to be 1 ø, for 
example. For an axially symmetric radiating element, such 
as in the case of the usual focused or nonfocused transducer 
in which there arc no flaws, the surfaces described will them- 
selves be axially symmetric. Now consider another thin vol- 
ume element bounded by the proximal surface having phase 
angle t? + 180 ø and distal surface having phase angle 
0 -•- 180 ø + AO. The distance between these two volumetric 

slabs will be about a quarter of the wavelength correspond- 
ing to co' {not a half-wavelength, because of the backscatter 
idea involved}. For example, if co' corresponds to 3 MHz, this 
separation in a tissuelike material would be about 0.125 min. 
Thus, the integral of [[,4o{r',c•')[] 2 over each slab would be 
nearly the same for both slabs; the phase angles for each slab 
would be different by 180 ø , however, and the total contribu- 
tion to D due to the two slabs would be nearly zero. We can 
consider the central region of the volume interrogated to be 
composed primarily of such canceling slabs. Then the major 
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contribution to D would arise at the proximal and distal ends 
of the interrogated volume where incomplete cancellation 
could occur, depending on the detailed nature of the onset 
and termination, respectively, of the gate and on the detailed 
nature of the pulse wave form. 

Thus, the remaining ingredient of our argument is com- 
plete, i.e., that the value of the coherent term in Eq. (12) is 
dependent on the nature of the onset and termination of the 
gate and not significantly on the gate duration. This idea, 
combined with the idea that the incoherent term does in- 
crease with gate duration, means that the relative impor- 
tance of the coherent term in Eq. (12) in determining the 
backscatter coefficient decreases with increasing gate dura- 
tion and for sufficiently long gate duration, is insignificant. 

The same argument can be made for the case in which 
the rectangular gate duration remains fixed and smaller than 
the pulse duration, and the pulse duration increases (we re- 
strict ourselves to "continuous wave burst" pulses); i.e., for a 
sufficiently long pulse duration, the coherent term becomes 
insignificant. In this case, the volume of scatterers interro- 
gated is determined primarily by the pulse duration. 
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